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Furious FPV INNOVA VTX-OSD board - Small Size, Massive Capability. 
As Furious FPV blurs the line of capability, functionality and ultimate user friendliness, our goals 
of light weight, compact design and the ultimate in user ease comes into stark focus via our all 
new VTx design. Get ready to change the way you FPV with the all new Furious FPV INNOVA 
VTX-OSD board 
What's being offered? How about an integrated OSD, adjustable 25mW - 200mW VTx, PID 
tuning options, battery monitoring, flight timer, and channel configuration via the OSD. Simply 
put, the Micro Stack is the perfect solution that fits all your FPV needs in one micro sized 
stackable package. 
Specifically designed to integrate with the PIKO BLX, this system transforms the PIKO into an 
all in one system that rivals all others available today. The synergy between these two systems 
offers massive levels of functionality & capability that brings forth every aspect of FPV 
technology into a light weight, ultra compact design that fits perfectly within the heart of your 
favorite FPV racing machine. 
Supported by CleanFlight & BetaFlight, the INNOVA VTX-OSD offers unrivaled levels of FPV 
functionality - the perfect pairing when it comes to the PIKO BLX flight controller. 
 

Features: 
- Weight: 4.8g 
- Number of channels: 40 

- Specifically Designed for the PIKO BLX with 20x20mm hole to hole platform 

- Fully Adjustable 25mW - 200mW VTx Output 

- Raceband Ready Frequency Layout 

- PID Tuning Capable 

- Built In Battery Status Monitoring 

- Integrated Flight Timer System 

- VTx Channel Configurable via the OSD 

- Connector type: UFL 

- UFL to SMA female cable included 

Supported FC type: 
- Optimized for Piko BLX FC. 

- All FC use Betaflight, Cleanflight, RaceFlight, Baseflight. 

Band table 
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 CH1 CH2 CH3 CH4 CH5 CH6 CH7 CH8 

Band A 5865 5845 5825 5805 5785 5765 5745 5725 

Band B 5733  5752 5771 5790 5809 5828 5847 5866 

Band E 5705  5685 5665 5645 5885 5905 5925 5945 

Band F / Airwave 5740  5760 5780 5800 5820 5840 5860 5880 

Band C / Raceband 5658  5695 5732 5769 5806 5843 5880 5917 



HOW DO TO USE INNOVA OSD-VTX 

Installations to flight control:   

 

- Solder Power Selection Pad to use power 5vol from Piko BLX or your FC use 

Betaflight. If you use straight power from battery to Innova, you MUST un-solder Power 

Selection pad. 

 
- Unsolder Pad DTR to use LED Strip port on Innova. Solder DTR pad for use DTR when 

you flash FW by FTDI tool. 



Connect Camera and LED strip to Innova:   

 

Guide use Transmitter adjusting quadcopter’s parameter in OSD menu. 
To access the in-built OSD menu in MW-OSD, disarm your quadcopter first. 

- THROTTLE MIDDLE 

- YAW RIGHT 

- PITCH FULL 

To navigate through menu in the OSD: 

- PITCH/ROLL sticks are used to navigate 

- YAW stick is used to adjust / change values 

OSD Menu Index: 

- PID Config (Roll/Pitch/Yaw PID for many flight modes) 

- RC Tuning (RC Rate, RC Expo, Pitch/Roll Rate, Yaw Rate, TPA (Throttle PID Att) 

- Voltage (Display voltage on/off, Adjust Voltage, Voltage alarm, Cells) 

- RSSI (Display RSSI on/off etc) 

- Current (Display Amp on/off, Adjust Amps) 

- Advanced (Unit – Metric or Imperial, Signal – Pal or NTSC, Mag Calibration) 

- Display (On/Off switches for Horizon, Sidebars, Scrolling bars, Throttle, GPS Coordinates, 

Sensors, Gimbal, Map Mode) 

- Statistics (Trip, Maximum Distance, Max Altitude, Max Speed, Flying time). 



Guide use Betaflight configure Innova: 

That means that if you need to change the settings on your OSD or update the firmware you don’t  
need to dismantle your quad to access the OSD, you simply need to enable serial passthrough 
within cleanflight/betaflight. 

The only thing is that for now you need to do this via the CLI. 

- Step 1: Connect Flight controller connected with Innova VTX-OSD to cleanflight/betaflight 
and click Connect. 

- Step 2: Open Port Tab, turn on MSP of UART port connecting with Innova. 

 
 
And click Save and Reboot button.  

- Step 3: Go to CLI, and type the following: serialpassthrough (port) (baud) 

 



NOTE: Betaflight labels serial port starting from 0 not 1 yet most flight controller label UART’s starting 

with 1. So when selecting your serial port you will typically take whatever the UART number is and 

subtract 1 to get the serial port it’s asking for. 

EX: you have your Innova VTX-OSD connected UART1 that you want to connect to you will need to type: 

serialpassthrough 0 11500 

Step 4: Power up the device you are trying to connect to if it’s not already 

You will see what looks like random characters start scrolling under the command you ran if it’s working 

properly. 

 

NOW YOU CAN CONFIGURATION OSD VIA FC 

Step 5: Disconnect and close cleanflight but leave all the connections as they are. 

Step 6: Open up your software you use to configure it.  In my case it was MwOSD GUI. 

Step 7: Select the port you noted in Betaflight being used to connect to your flight controller and 

connect. 

Step 8: You should have read/write access now to the device. 

Step 9: When you’re done all you need to do is reset the flight controller via reset button or unplugging 

USB and battery.  This will remove the serialpassthrough so you can once again access it via Betaflight. 
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